PRESS RELEASE

Steganos presents the new software generation 22 with innovative new features

Berlin, September 10, 2020 - The Berlin-based software company Steganos (www.steganos.com), which specializes in data protection and digital privacy, presents the new Generation 22 of its software product family, which is available immediately. With numerous new features, the all-new Android & iOS app and performance optimized across all products, Generation 22 from Steganos is the new reference in the field of digital security. The core of Generation 22 is the Steganos Privacy Suite 22, which includes both Steganos Password Manager 22 and Steganos Safe 22. Both latter programs are still available separately in an optimized version of Generation 22. Steganos thus offers a secure, high-quality complete protection for documents, images and passwords. Sensitive data such as annual reports, TAN lists or vacation photos can be conveniently encrypted on the PC, in the network and in the cloud.

Steganos Privacy Suite 22

As the central product of the Steganos product family, Privacy Suite 22 comprises the programs Steganos Safe 22 and Steganos Password Manager 22. Thanks to optimized performance, Steganos Privacy Suite 22 now offers an even better complete package for digital security in various situations.

At the push of a button Steganos Safe 22 protects sensitive data of all kinds on the PC, in the network or in the cloud with state-of-the-art 384 Bit AES-XEX encryption with AES-NI hardware acceleration. Steganos Safe 22 thus offers protection for all digital documents that should not be seen by third parties and is intuitive to use - even for users with little or no previous experience in this area. New features of the Generation 22 include an emergency password function for surviving dependants, the new backup helper and the Steganos Shredder Integration.

The Steganos Password Manager 22 combines all user passwords in one place and offers the possibility to create "unbreakable" passwords at any time as needed. In addition to local storage options on the own PC, the password list can also be easily stored in the cloud or on the own smartphone. In the Steganos Generation 22, the completely newly developed Password Manager app is used for the first time - this allows convenient auto-fill options for all apps and browsers on end devices. In addition, Generation 22 offers an improved search function, simplified categorization of entries and an optimized user interface.
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The innovations at a glance:

- AutoFill in all browsers and app favorites with the new iOS & Android password manager apps
- Simplified categorization of entries
- Optimized user interface with grouping options
- Improved search function
- Browser plugin for Microsoft Edge
- Emergency password function for dependants
- New Backup Helper
- Steganos Shredder Integration

About Steganos Software GmbH
Steganos has been the reference in protecting digital privacy for over 20 years. Founded in Germany in 1997, the company develops well-known security products such as Steganos Privacy Suite, mySteganos Online Shield VPN, Steganos Safe and Steganos Password Manager. You can find more information at www.steganos.com.

System Requirements
Microsoft® Windows® 10, 8: min. 1 GB RAM (32 & 64 Bit), 100 MB hard drive space and a internet connection
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